Premature convergence in the process of genetic algorithm (GA) 
Introduction
The fundamental principles of GAs were first presented by Holland [1] . Since that time, GAs have been successfully applied to a wide range of problems. An overview of GAs and their implementation in various fields is given by Goldberg [2] or Michalewicz [3] . As Ursem [4] pointed out, the diversity measure is traditionally used to analyze the evolutionary algorithms rather than guide them. However, a new application by adaptive controlling; that measuring and using different properties of the swarm / population while running, adds significant potential to the algorithm.
In this research, we have therefore adopted the idea from Ursem [4] with the decreasing and increasing diversity operators to control the population diversity. Therefore, the control mechanism is built into the GA, and the idea is to control the diversity of the population by injecting Diversified Artificial Chromosomes (DAC) into the system until the diversity measure reaches a certain level than stop. In this research, for verifying the feasibility of this idea, the TSP is applied to develop the theory; moreover, the parameters will be revised through design of experiments (DOE) of TSP, eventually, we will apply the philosophy to solve the simulated multi-objective problems by way of combining several problems in TSPLIB.
Traveling salesman problems
The TSP objective is to find the shortest route for a traveling salesman who, starting from his home city, has to visit every city on a given list precisely once and then return to his home city. The main difficulty of this problem is the immense number of possible tours; this is a problem in discrete or combinatorial optimization. It is a prominent illustration of a class of problems in computational complexity theory which are classified as NP-hard. Therefore, we apply TSP to do the feasibility study which is applied to solve the multiobjective problems, which has high similarity with production scheduling problems. In the problems of combining several TSP instances, we assume one instance is to search the shortest route; the other is to find the lowest cost. As we realize the problems of the property of trade-off, we apply two instances to be the two objectives of fitness to search the Pareto solutions.
Multi-objective optimization
Chang [6] concluded, for converting multi-objective optimization problem of the Pareto front (PF) into a number of scalar optimization problems.
The set of all the optimal Pareto solutions in the objective space is called the PF. The most popular one among them is the weighted sum approach proposed by Miettinen [6] which is introduced in the following:
The approach considers a convex combination of the different objectives. 
Let

GA with dynamic diversity control
The architecture of a Dynamic Diversity Control Genetic Algorithm (DDCGA) is shown in Figure 1 . Once the diversity of the population reaches to the threshold, the system will introduce a certain level of artificial chromosomes with high diversity into the mating pool. As observed phenomenon during the evolutionary process, when the fitness reaches to a local optimum, the chromosomes within the last couples of population will be very homogenous. Thus, the genetic operators cannot further generate good chromosomes to jump out the local optimality.
In order to generate artificial chromosomes with high diversity, we need to breed a set of seed chromosomes before hand and these seed chromosomes are retrieved from the earlier evolutionary process. The artificial chromosomes are generated from the set of breeding pool when the diversity of the population reaches a low threshold value. These artificial chromosomes are injected into the evolutionary process and the genetic operators will be able to generate new generations hopefully will lead the process to jump out the local traps. Consequently, DAC is integrated into the procedure of Genetic Algorithm and it attends to improve the diversity performance of Genetic Algorithm, the pseudo code of the DDCGA algorithm which is listed as follows:
The primary procedure is to collect gene information first from the external archive and to use the gene information to generate artificial chromosomes. Before collecting the gene information, AC collects the chromosomes whose fitness is better by comparing the fitness value of each chromosome with average fitness value of current population. Thus, the average fitness is calculated.
There are totally two phases in the process of DDCGA; one is SGA, when population diversity is larger than threshold, another phase is DAC to enhance the population diversity through inject artificial chromosomes into the mating pool.
Diversity measure
We have discussed about the major problem in traditional GAs. The applied approach to measure diversity between chromosomes and injection timing is extremely important to overcome this kind of premature problems.
The DGEA applies diversity-decreasing operators (selection and recombination) as long as the diversity is above a certain threshold d low . When the diversity drops below d low , the DGEA switches to diversityincreasing operators (mutation) until a diversity of d high is reached. Hence, phases with exploration and phases with exploitation will occur. Theoretically, the DGEA should be able to escape local optima because the operators will force higher diversity regardless of fitness.
If d low = d high, the algorithm will maintain a diversity close to the given threshold value, which is particularly useful for dynamic and multi-objective optimization tasks.
Diversity measures are highly problems depended, in different kinds of combination problems, we need to find some methodologies to measure the individual diversity between the best fitness and individual chromosome, denotes X. Others chromosomes denote set Y and L is the length of a chromosome.
The published research proposed five kinds of individual diversity measure approaches which are listed as follow:
Hamming distance:
Experimental results
In order to test the effectiveness of the diversity threshold control mechanism, a set of experimental tests are conducted. In these experiments, three instances were chosen for TSPLIB library and computed by SGA and DGA. DGA use information entropy to measure diversity and calculate population diversity by Arithmetic average. Diversity threshold was set by 0.1 form previous tests. All of instances executed thirty times. We discover that when the entropy decreases, the diversity also decreases simultaneously, which can be observed in Figure 2 Population: The population used in the GA Generations: The number of generations Termination Condition:
1. Initialize Population 2. while termination condition is not satisfied do 3.
Evaluate fitness and diversity of population 4. if population diversity > threshold then 5.
Selection operator 6.
Crossover operator 7.
Mutation operator 8. else 9.
Create artificial chromosomes 10.
Select parents and artificial chromosomes applied by Selection operator 11.
Crossover operator 12.
Mutation operator 13.
end if 15. end while From the tests of parameters in TSP by empirical experiment design, we found the average fitness of DGA is much closer to the best optimal. The comparisons results of SGA and DGA are shown in Table 1 . are satisfactory. Beside, the variance of DGA is smaller than SGA's, therefore, we ensure that inject diversity to traditional GAs will help effectively escape local optimal. Base on the above experiments of the philosophy of DDCGA, we could try to apply the idea to solve multi-objective problems; hence, we further do several experiments, which are listed as Table 2 .
In this research, there are total five instances applied to objectives. We assume KroA is the classic traveling salesman problem; the others are regarded as the cost problems.
From the data we obtain in this experiment shown in Table 2 , the Pareto solutions are plotted respectively in Figure 3 . The illustrations plotted are KroAB100, KroAC100, KroAD100 and KroAE100, these all represent multi-objective feasible solution sets.
Conclusion
Although these results are not satisfactory for searching Pareto front solution in multi-objective problems, these experiments revealed several interesting features of the DDCGA. First, the DDCGA outperformed the other algorithms by significant percentages on all single objective test problems. Second, the control mechanism by injecting artificial chromosomes with high diversity is very effective, the diversity of the population increased significantly after introducing these artificial chromosomes. The mechanism will re-inject the diversity for decreasing to the minimum threshold value. However, the results showed some variation in the reduction percentages, which indicates that this could be problem dependent.
As these experiments, if the external archive is to retrieve the chromosomes with higher diversity, and then mining these chromosomes to generate artificial chromosomes to be injected into the evolutionary process. In this research, this control mechanism can simultaneously keep the characteristics of exploration and exploitation which also explain why we apply the philosophy for multi-objective problems; we will further do more experiments for obtaining more satisfactory fitness. 
